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Introduction 
The development of ergodic t.heory has its roots in 
questions which arose in the field of statistical mechanics 
in the early part of the twentieth century. The problem as 
formulated in statistical mechanics is essentially concerned 
with a general dynamical system described by the differential 
equations dx{/dt = X·{x x x) { 1 ~ ~. 1' 2•••••• n ' ~ = , 2, •••• , n 
which hold for an n dimensional closed manifold M. The 
functions Xi are to be analytic, but otherwise arbitrary. A 
model for the system is easily realized if we consider points 
of M to be moving according to the given equations of motion 
relative to a stationary n dimensional coordinate system. 
Then the velocity of a moving point of M in the xi direction 
is given by dxi/dt = Xi(x1 , x2, •••• , xn) at the time when 
the point is at (x1 , x2 , •••• , xn) of the stationary coordin-
ate system. Now the solution of this system of n differen-
tial equations would establish the path of a particular mov-
ing point corresponding to a particular choice of the arbi-
trary constants which arise in the solution of this system 
of equations. We call such a path the trajectory of the 
particular point and so the set of all trajectories will be 
the collection of all paths corresponding to all possible 
choices of these constants, i.e., the set of all trajector-
ies followed by all the moving points. 
The work of Poincare(l) which is the initial step in 
ii 
the development ·of ergodic theory begins by considering an 
(n - 1) dimensional surface rr in the manifold M in which 
the above system of equations holds without singularity. 
Also we assume that the volume integral ~ dx1 dx2 •••• dxn 
in M is invariant with respect to choices of the coordinates 
x1 , x2 , •••• , Xn and that all trajectories of moving points 
in M cut cr in one and the same sense at an angle e ':2 d 7 o. 
The reader will note that it is indeed possible to chose ~ 
such that the latter requirement is met.. In particular we 
are interested in the trajectories of points which initially, 
i.e., at a certain time t are points of q-. ·If we allow time 
to increase indefinitely, points o£ ~ initially will move 
to new positions along their trajectories in accordance with 
the above system of equations. After some lapse in time it 
is clear that some points initially of the surface a- will 
not belong to ~ whereas others may at varying instances of 
time belong to U, i.e., the trajectories of thes~ latter 
points again cut ~ • 
The classic work of Poincare{!) is a statement to the 
effect that if time is allowed to increase or decrease 
indefinitely all points of <J initially, excepting a set of 
measure 0, will again belong to ¢ an infinite number of 
times. An alternative way of stating this result is that 
the trajectories of almost all points of or initially will 
cut cr- an infinite number of times with probability 1. If 
this is so, then the natural question arises: If a point x 
iii 
I 
returns to <t an infinite number ofl times then what is the 
I 
probability, if such a definite probability exists, that we 
will find x E a- at a particular iAstant of time t? 
! That 
is, What proportion of time does X Spend in ~ as 
compared 
with the total time? The body of th~s paper is concerned 
! 
with the various existing mathematic~l formulations of this 
problem which led to a solution, at least in some sense, of 
it. 
The Individual Ergodic 
! 
i 
I 
I 
i 
I 
! 
! 
I 
i 
I 
theorem 
I 
I 
I 
We may expect in general given\such a system of differ-
! 
i 
ential equations that if a subset S\of M is measurable and 
invariant with respect to time then\s has measure 0 or S has 
I 
measure equal to the volume V of Me \ This would imply in 
I 
terms of trajectories that every me,surable set of complete 
trajectories in M has the measure 0 \or V. This property of 
I 
a dynamical system called strong tr~nsitivity is indeed very 
I 
difficult to verify for a specific Jystem. Simple ~xamples 
I 
of strongly transitive systems do e~ist, the first example 
being given by E. Hopf(2). 
The work of Poincare was carrie~ on by von Neumann(3) 
i 
and G. D. Birkhoff(4). Because the Work of Birkhoff follows 
I 
in a natural sequence that of Poincafet we will reserve 
I 
remarks concerning von Neumann's work until later. The 
I 
statement that·the trajectory of a p~int of ~initially cuts 
I 
~ an infinite number of times raiset the question of the 
existence of a definite frequency wi~h which the trajector-
• I ies cut~. Or equ~valently, we mayiask for the existence 
of an average amount of time between\successive crossings of 
~ by a point P. Letting tn be the ~ime lapse between the 
time that P is on ~ initially and t~e time of the nth cross-
1 
ing of <3" by P, Birkhoff seeks to est1ablish the existence of 
i 
lim tn(P). Letting T be the transfor~ation which takes one 
n~~ n 1 
point P issuing from 0"' into another ~oint P where P is the 
: 
-------------- ---
i 
I 
\ 
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I 
i 
I 
I 
II 
intersection of <:t and the first c~ossing again of <T by 
l. 
the trajectory issuing from P on <J \, we find that T is 
I 
one-one, since every point of ~ , e~cepting a set of measure 
i 
· 0, again cuts 0" an infinite number 1\ of times and therefore a 
. I 
. I 
first time according to the work ofiPoincare. The transfor-
-~ 
mation Tk(P) will be taken to mean t(Tk-l(p)). Moreover, 
the volume generated during a perio4 of time dt by an 
'I 
element of area d Oi which initially \issued from <T under 
I 
I 
the transformation T is the same reg\ardless of the choice of 
i 
the time t at which t advances by dtl This result follows by 
I 
I hypothesis that volumes are conserve¢{. The reader will note 
I 
that this condition in the hypothesi~·is that of incompress-
1 
ibility. We denote the volume generAted during dt by 
I 
dV = dP • dt where P is a representa~ive point of d <r. The 
I 
identity tn(P} = t(Tn-l(p)) + tn-l (P)\ is easily observed to 
hold and by repeated applications of ~his identity we have 
I 
tn(P) = t(Tn-l(p}) + t(Tn-2 (P)) + •••• ~ t(P) so that 
\ t (P)dP = . s t(Tn-l(p) )dP + ( ~(Tn-2 (P) )dP + •••• + j \r n \\ .:lot 
r t(P)dP, where dP is the volume elrment above. Now 
~ i 
t(P)dP represents the volume generate~ by the trajectories 
I 
of points belonging to d tr' which move! from <l initially to 
I 
~ again for the first time. It is t~erefore clear that 
I 
~ t(P)dP represents the volume gene~ated by the trajector-
~ ! 
ies of all points initially of o- whi~h move to· <:r again for 
the first time. But assumihg as Birk~off does that the 
system is strongly transitive the measpre of this set of 
III 
complete trajectories must be V, tJe total volume of M, so 
Sa t(P)dP = V. Replacing t(P) by j(T(P)) the same argument 
goes through again because T trans orms cr into itself ex-
cept for a set of measure 0, accor to the work of Poin-
care. Thus we have S t(Tk(P))dP S t(Tk-l(P))dP = .... 
= V so that S tn(P)dP ~ nV and divf·ding<rby n ·~ dP, 
\ ~ ~ 
Jq-tn(P)dP = V = c:(. The aver ge time of the nth c:ooss-
n . ScrdP Scr dP 
ing of o- is equal to the constant f . This does not, how-
ever, prove that there exists a meah time for n infinite. 
I 
To prove the existence of cl. f~r n infinite Birkhoff 
considers the set S~ on a- of poin · s P for which tn (P) ~ 
n( <lt + S ) for_ an infinite number o values of n and ~ r 0. 
Imposing the condition of strong tr
1
nsitivity we find that 
the measure of this set of points i 0 or the measure of cr , 
since the measure of any set of com lete trajectories in M 
is either 0 or V and the measure of the set of complete 
trajectories issuing from points of 6 is SS t(P)dP. 
The above remark which follows from he conditign of strong 
transitivity is also applicable to t~e set sg of point P 
I 
which satisfy tn(P) < n( ~ + ~ ) fof an infinite number of 
values of n. Birkhoff procedes to bkeak up the set S & into 
I 
a sequence \_s'S ,k) of disjoint sett s ~.k::.showing that if 
S ,s- has the measure o- then the limil S o,oo of this sequence 
of sets has measure cr • The inequal+tY Ss _ t(P)dP ~ 
S I s .,.k ( 01. + S ) S dP is established foi sets S (' k in the ~.k \ 0, 
I 
I 
-I 
sequence and therefore allowing k to go to infinity the 
inequality S t(P)dP ~ (d. +li:) ) SS dP results 
Ss co b,co 
which is impossible for ~ > 0 because we know that the 
measure of 0' is equal to the measure of S &,co and that 
s ~t ( P) dP = d.. ~ dP. 
IV 
Having proved the existence of a mean for strongly 
transitive systems, Birkhoff(5) sets out to prove the more' 
general result that a mean ~(P) exists for systems where ' 
the condition of strong transitivity does not necessarily 
hold. The basis of this proof is a lemma which states that. 
if for any point P of a measurable and invariant with the 
usual exception (with respect to T) set S" it is true that 
).,_ "">" 0, then S S tn(P}dP ~ ·\ S s dP. lim sup tn(P) ? 
n ~<:10 h - ~ ~ 
This lemma is easily established if we note that in 
the statement given above concerning point P which satis-
fied the inequality t~(P) > n( d...+ 8 ) it followed that 
t(P)dP ') (cl. + ~ ) S dP and that in the limit s 
s ~. l( s ~ , k 
~ t(P)dP ~ ( ~ + ~ ) \ dP •. We may in the same way break s, J 
up S >. into disjoint sets S )\., k for which it would follow in 
the same W'f/.Y for points tn (P) ,. n().. - ~ ) , ~ 7 0 arbi-
trary, that S S t(P)dP '/ ( }. - t: ) S S dP and there- ' 
S ~, k ( }.., k . fore t(P) ~ ( }.. - E ) .) dP. 
The con~ftion tn{P) / n( ~ ~~ ) is satisfied by all points 
of SA so that for ~ arbitrary we have S t(P)dP ~ )... ) dP 
s>- s" 
v 
and the lemma follows because tn(P)1 ~ t(P), (n = 2, 3, •••• ,n). 
To prove the existence of the an we consider the 
i 
measurable invariant sets S). and S '>- on cr , where S }. con-
sists of those points for which tn( ) ~ n ~ for an infinite 
l 
number of values of n and S\ consi~ts of those points for 
which tn(P) <. n): for an infinite tumber of values of n. 
It is clear that S). decreases when \ )\ · increases and that 
I 
S '" increases when .A increases. I~ is important to note 
also that for some particular values\ of A = ).. L a set of _., 
I 
points of measure greater·than 0 may\ be common to both S~ 
and S'~ • Denoting this set of poirts by s*)\ we see that 
this is possible if and only if liW ~up tn(P) ~ ~~ and 
~c::o n 
lim inf tn(P) ~ ~· for all P e. s*>)
1
• This shows that for 
n-+co n - "' ... 
points common to both sets S .A and S} for definite values 
of ).. , there exists a mean time. i 
For values of ~ other than thesle ~ ~ we know then that 
I 
at most a set of points of measure 0 fan belong to both S~ 
and S \. • Let two such values of A be designated by 
~~ "7 ).. ,. • The sets S )'t .and S >!'"' tre then clearly defin-. 
ed as is the set s~)t - S )!''1/1: consisJ:g of points P for 
which t (P) ~ n A,IJ/-, but tn(P) < n ). 1 for an infinite num-
n 1 ~ 
ber of valu~s of n. It follows then that ~ ~ ~- \ ~ < J . f - \>As ~ 
liW ._:~p tn (P) ~ ). 7 and that '" - l~W 4-r:o tn ~P) ~ A for 
points p ~f s )..~ - s )..."'1& • This, howe~er, would imply from 
the lemma above that S tn(P)dP ~~ ~ S dP and that 
s "t- s.>."~ s ~ - sX", 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
tn(P)dP ~ ~*S dP whfch is impossible if 
- s>-.. ,. s>-" - s>.. ..... 
),:" and S )t - S')...,.* is of m~asure greater than 0. 
------
VI 
I 
We have to conclude then that the ~easure of S ~ - s ~~ is 
*'1-- ,. I '>' ).. . 
0 for all choices of X :>' A whiich allows only the poss-
ibility that 'A~tt;.* and )..'1/tl- are not o~ly equal but are equal. 
lk· i ·~ to a definite value A , i .. e., }\ =i )... = A. It follows 
I 
then that the lim sup tn(P) = lim ibf tn(P) = A for any n~aJ n n ~\00 ~~-I n point P of ~ , excepting a set of miasure 0. 
In the proof of the ergodic theorem it is necessary to 
. I 
point out that a set of surfaces cr*i may be found such that 
. I 
the trajectory of every moving p~int\ cuts c;t*. Consider now 
any volume G in M and denote by t(P)! the time spent by P 
issuing from () * in the volume G 
first time cuts <S *, that is the 
I 
befbre P again for the I . 
time interval spent in G 
I 
before Preaches T(P)~ It is clear .that the functional re-
lation t (P) = t(Tn-l(P)) + tn_1 (P) ls satisfied by tn(P) I 
and so by the development which resu~ted in the existence of 
the limit 1~ tn(P) = it(P) we may p~1 ove the existence of 
n~?n n -
lim tn(P) = ~(P). It is obvious that I:(P) ~ \:(P), so 
n->c:o~::-
there is a definite probability p~ 1\ that a point P will be: 
in the volume G at any particular ins~ance of time. If the 
I 
particular system under consideration\ is strongly transitive 
the probability p is equal to the vol~me of G divided by the 
volume of M because in this case the bnly proper subset of M 
I 
which is invariant with respect to T is the set of measure O. I 
I 
This is essentially the extent of G. ID. Birkhoff 1 s work in 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
\ VII 
ergodic theory. 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
It is important to realize tha~ in proving this theor-
1 
em Birkhoff assumed the system to bf a reversible one. This 
is easily seen to be the case if we!recall that the trans-
' I I 
formation T which transformed point$ P of ~ into points T(P) I . 
of ~ was assumed to be one-one in b'" except for a set of 
I 
measure o. That is, the work of Poincare and G. D. Birkhoff 
. I 
is concerned only with systems for Jhich T-1 exists and 
. i 
T-l (Tx) = x. A generalization of Bi\rkhoff' s theorem which 
includes the irreversible case has b~en given by F. Riesz(6). 
i 
We begin with a f~ definitions. i 
Let X be an arbitrary non-empty
1
point set on which the 
I 
measure }J- is defined and letT be a\measure preserving 
I 
transformation of X into itself. We\do not assume that T 
is invertible so that T-l(y) will be\taken to mean the in-
verse image of y, i.e., we do not asJume that T-l(y) = x 
when Tx = y. Furthermore, we will 1Jt g(x) = f(Tx) where 
! 
g(x) = Uf(x) so that U is the transfdrmation of f(x) to 
I 
f(Tx)~ The properties that U is lin~ar, that f(x) nonneg-
1 
ative implies that Uf(x) is nonnegati~e and that \ g(x)\ 
I 
u( \f(x)\ ) are easily verified. Finally we will show that 
u is norm preserving in the case that\ the norm of f is 
S p 1/p I bl defined by \\f\\ = ( \f\ dr) · for any measura e p X I 
f(x) and l~p ~ 00 • Let E be any mealurable subset of X 
and let f = )(E, the characteristic ~unction of E. If 
g(x) = f(Tx) then g(x) = )(.E (Tx) = "X-r-l(E) (x) since if 
I . 
I 
I 
= 
_, . •'~~:x;;-;-,~~~~~:;;j:(:-. t.;·;~~.:~:~:~~~:.·.~Jt-~ .... ~"'·::o~·, .. ··~"~·~,,.~~,~ ... ~:a.-.~- , ., .•.. - .... 
I 
I VIII 
! 
I. 
Tx ~ E then X €. r-1 (E). Substi t4ting . X into the 
I r-l(E) I 
S 1/p ! expression ( \g\Pdr) = \\g\\L, we find ( \\g\\ )P = 
x r P 
I 
I"- (r-l (E)). But T is measure presetving so that ( ·1\g \1 ) P = 
-1 I P r- (T (E)) = ~(E) = ( \\ f H p) P for r equal to the character-
istic function ·Y, E.· It follows i~ediately by the defini-
tion of a norm and consideration of \step functions that 
\1 g liP = 11 fliP for every measurable\ f assuming only a fin-
ite number of nonnegative values. W~ consider now any f 
which is measurable and nonnegative. I We know now from the 
theory of integration that if we takl a sequence of measur-
able functions fn+f each assuming o~ly a finite number of 
nonnegative values that \\ f n \\ P = \) ~ \\ P as n -">co • But 
corresponding to the sequence ~ fn 1 there exists the se-
quence \ g0 } where 9n = Ufn and \\ gn\l p = \\ fn \\ p for every 
Therefore H g \\ = \\ f \\ and thiL shows that the trans-. n. P P i 
formation U is isometric. \ 
In order to prove the individual\ ergo~ic theor~m we 
will establish two preliminary results. F1rst we w1ll show 
that the sum of them leaders in a se~uence a1, •••• ,an is 
nonnegative. A number ak in the sequTnce is called an m 
. + a is nonnegative for some p, leader 1f ak + ak+l +.... k+p-1 I 
1 ~ p~ m. If there are nom leaders 
1
then the sum of them 
leaders is o and therefore nonnegativ~. If these are m 
let the first one be ak and l~t the shortest non-leaders .
1 
I 
I 
IX 
negative sum for which ak is an m eader beak+ •••• + 
ak+p-1• Then we claim that every 
is an m leader for if this is not 
ai + ai+l + •••• + ak+p-l would 
' i = k, •••• , k + p- 1 
for such an ai then 
therefore 
-ak + ak+l + ..... + ai-I would be posi is impossible 
since ak + •••• + ak+p-l is- the short st nonnegative sum for 
which ak is an m leader. Next we c nsider the remaining 
terms ak , •••• , a in the sequence and determine the first 
+p n 
m leader a.L in this sequence. procedure 
we find that all terms in the t nonnegative sum for 
It follows which this mL is an m leader are 
that the sum of all m leaders in sequence a1 , a2 , •••• , an 
is a sum of nonnegative sums and nonnegative. 
We undertake now to prove the ergodic theorem 
\ 
from which it will be possible to e the individual ergod-
2 : 
ic theorem. Con~ider the sequence f x), f(Tx), f(T x), •••• ,' 
f(Tm+n-lx), f is ~ summable, of fu 
positive integers m and n fixed and 
points x € X for which f (Tkx), 0 ~ 
onal values for the 
Dk be the set of allf 
n + m - 1 is an m 
leader. For a particular value of x he sum of the m lead-
n+m-1 -v ( ) . ( ) 
ers is given by s (x) = ~ fk (x) fVD x and th~s sum s x · 
is nonnegativefor all.x (,:: X by the receding result, so 
'(' .. r n+m-1 "\/ 
that J s(x)dx ~ O, or J .· D fk( ) r.-,ok(x)d r- = 
X .· X k=O 
n+m-1 \ ~ . ..) fk(x) >-. 0. .For k = 
I{:{) Dk 
of all x for which f(x) is an m leade 
that Dk is the set D0 
which means that 
X 
f(x) + f(Tx) + •••• + f(TP-1x) ~ 0 f some p Sm. Similarly 
D1 is the set of all x for which x) + f(T~) + •••••••• + 
f(Tpx) ~ o. But the latter express~on implies that Tx ~ D
0 1 I 
for all x <:. D1 so that x ~ T- (00~. Letting y = Tk-1 (x) 
I 
and Ty = rkx we find in the same way that Dk = r-1 (ok_1) I 
provided k does not exceed n - 1 simce we have only n + m - 1 
terms in the sequence ~f functional\values. Therefore, for 
these values of k we have Dk = r-k(D0 ). Recalling that the I 
function U(f(x)) = f(Tx) is norm pr~serving we find that 
S f(Tkx)d ).1. = S k f(Tkx)d r\ = S f(Tkx)X (rkx)dr = 
· Dk I r- (00 ) . \ X D0 
S f(x) X (x)d r = S f(x)d,.. .I 
X Do Do I 
We denote the set D0 of all x for whlch f(x) is an m leader I 
by Em so that s f(Tkx)d r = s i(x)d r fork= 0, l, •• .:, 
Dk Em\ 
n _ 1 Now for the m leaders .f(Tkx) !where k = n, •• • ., n + m 
• I 
_ 1 it is true that if x ~ Dk then 1x e Dk-l: but these 
Tx ~ ok_1 where x ~ Dk do not ~xh~Jst Dk-l so that we may 
t . J.. te D = r-lok 1 however J. t l.Si always true that no wr k · - ' 1 
\ fk(x)d f' ~ ~ \ fk(x)\ d ~ and bY\ the property of pre-
Dk X I 
I 
servation of the norm that ~X \f(x)\~ 'f = \X\fk(x)\ df • 
Substituting now into the expression ~or the sum of the m 
( ) fTbl +m-1 (x) we have leaders in the sequence f x , •••• , 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
XI 
n+m-1 \ f \ 
I:' J fT k ( x) d }'\ = n ~ f d r + m J X \ f \ d M-. ~ 0 • k=O Dk Em I -
Dividing by n and letting n 4 co that S fd "'-;;:: o. 
Em I -
If we now allow m to take all possi le values, that is if 
we allow m to go to infinity, then •t is clear that Em{' E 
where E is the set of x for which flx) is an m leader in the 
infinite sequence f(x), f(Tx), •••• , (Tnx), ••••••••• Equival-
ently we may state that if the set ~ is the set of all x e X 
where one at least of the sums f 0 (x) + •••• + fn(x) is nonneg-
ative then S fd fA ~ 0. 
E 
With the aid of the maximal ergodic theorem we propose 
now to prove the individual ergodic heorem for noninvert-
ible transformations. The reader wi 1 note that the proof 
is given .along the lines used by Bir hoff(5) to prove the 
theorem for the invertible case. 
We assume that the function f(x,
1 
belongs to L1 (X,~), 
i.e., f ( x) is of tr" finite measure, Jnd that T is as before 
a measure preserving transformation X into itself. The 
individual ergodic theorem establish s the existence the lim-
n-1 
it of sn ( x) = .!. [:f (Tkx) as n -4ro or almost all x ~ X. 
!! k=O 
If f(Tk~) = )(E{Tkx) it is easy to ser that the problem is 
reduced to that considered by Birkhof~ since in this case 
we would be proving the existence of n average time spent 
by x in the subset E as x is transfer ed an infinite number 
of times. We begin by considering the subsets Xk = 
\x\f(Tkx) 4 0 J which are all of 0'" finite measure since 
XII 
X0 = \. x \f ( x) f 0} is of a- finite measure and Xk = r-k(x0 )e 
<X) 
It follows. that the sum X' = L Xk is of <f" finite measure 
k=O 
and that on X - X' all f{Tkx) vanish so that all iterates 
~1 ·. 
sn ( x) = 1 !": f (rkx) vanish and therefore sn ( x) -r- 0 on 
n k=O n ~IX1 
X - X'. We may consider then for our proof the set X' in-
stead of X since convergence is already established on X - xl 
Let us suppose now that there exists a set Y C: X' for 
which lim inf sn(x) < a <. b <. lim sup sn(x) where a <. b 
are real numbers. The set Y is invariant since lim inf sn(Tx) 
= lim inf sn(x) and lim sup sn(Tx) = lim sup sn(x) and 
therefore Y = T-l(v) which means that Y may now replace X 
in any applications of the maximal ergodic theorem since it 
too, like X, is invariant with respect to the transformation 
T. 
We may assume that b / 0 since otherwise a <... 0 and 
the same proof using -f(x) and -a > 0 instead of f(x) and 
b would go through.. This follows from the fact that the in-
equalities lim inf sn(x) <. a < b <.. lim sup sn(x) would 
reverse upon multiplication by -.1. We define the function 
g{x) = f(x) - b)( (x) on any arbitrary finite measurable 
z 
subset z of Y.. Now because lim sup s n ( x) '> b for x E Y 
it follows 
no-·1 k ~ g(T x) 
1<=0 
that for some n = n0 , sn(x) > 
no-1 k k ;\_ 
= .L ~ f (T x .. b 1..._ (T x)J = 
K=O Z 
b ~ (x) or 
y 
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. ~ noj ) 
"'/.. k (x) ~ ) ~f(T x) - b X (x) ) 0 
r- {z) k~Jl Y 
since )( k (x) is 0 at least as,often as)( (x). Apply-
r- (z) v 
ing the maximal ergodic theorem we ave Sxg(x).dp- = 
~ (f- b Xz>dr ~ 0 so that f-(Z) 1: ~ s yfdr~ ~ s~f\dr· 
We may now choose a sequence Zk C of subsets each satis-
fying the above inequality which co verge to the set Y. It 
follows then that 1"- (Y) = lim r (Zk ~ 1 ~ \f\ d•l"' and for 
f real and finite, which we may assr1 me ~ith~ut loss of gen-
erality in the proof , it turns out that }A(Y) is finite. 
Since all conditions demanded of thF subset Z are now ful-
filled by Y, we have, replacing Z b~ Y, ~tt(x) - b}dr-~ o. 
Carrying through the same argument 
tion gl(x) = a - f(x) we would find 
0 which implies that ~ (a - b) d 
' y 
ith respect to the func-
that sy(a- f(x))d,~ 
'Z:- 0 and this is imposs-
ible if b > a. We therefore must conclude that M(Y) = o. 
n-1 I 
It is true then that i f=O f(~kx) converges to a limit 
function f*(x) for all x E::. X with Jthe usual exception. In 
addition it is evident that f*(Tx) r f*(x) almost everywhere 
and by use of Fatou's lemma we hav~ s\£*\df"' ~ 
lim inf 5 \sn\d_r ~ \ \f\dr- s~nce ~ \sn\d r = 
~ j \ :t£<rkxl\ d r- ~ ~ k~1 ~\f(rk~l\ dr = ~ 1£ \dy-, so 
that f* is summable. To prove 
thal 
I 
I 
I 
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when ]"'(X) is finite we note that the set X(p, n) = 
\. x : p/2n OC.S f* J( p+~ ~for p an arbitrary integer is invar-
iant because f* is fnvariant with respect to T. Furthermore 
for any x E. X(p,n) and ~ '>' o, it is true that one at least 
of the sums ~Zf(Tkx) - (p/2n ~ )~ is nonnegative since 
k=O 
l ~f(Tkx) converges to f* and therefore by the ~imal er-
n 1<=0 
godic theorem s fd r ~ (p/2n - E; ) ·_r.\.x(p,n)\ so that 
X(p,n) 
S fd \A.. >- p/2n }"--t X(p, n) J . In a similar manner we 
X(p,n) I 
have from the fact that at least one of the sums 
~ S
2
p+nl- f(Tkx)} is nonnegative the inequality \ fdr 
'- \_ .)X(p,n) 
s fdl-'t- ~ 
X(p,n) I -
p21 }'l\ X(p, n) 1 . The same inequalities of course hold for 
f* and by subtraction we obtain - 1 ¥-- \ X(p, n) \ !; 
2ft/ 
s ( f - f*) d y.. ·~ ~ J \ 
X(p,n) · J 2 . ~\...X(p,n) • Summing now the 
above inequalities corresponding to different values of p 
we have \~)f - f*)dy-\ ~ 2-n )" (X). It follows that 
S f*d fv = j fdt' • We may also show that 
lim s:\f*- sn\dr = O. We consider the case;of f(x) 
bounded separately from the case when f(x) is not bounded. 
Let f(x) be bounded then f(Tkx) is bounded so that 
XV 
n-1 k 
1 2: f(T (x)) is bounded for any n. By Lebesque's theorem 
n k=O -
on dominated convergence it folloWs then that lim 1 Snd r = 
lim s- f*d~ if ~(X) is bounded. If f(x) is not bounded we 
know that there exists a bounded function g(x) such that 
\\£ - gU' <.. E: , ~ '> O, since f(x) is summable. Adding 1 
and subtracting g(Tkx) and g*(x) in the above expression we 
have }\ sn - f*\1 ~ \\'1 ~11 f(Tkx) - g{Tkx)l \\ + 
1 ~ n k=O\ 'j 1 
we have \\ sn - f* '\ -<!. 3 ~ and therefore lim r \ f* - sn\ d ,l 
. 1 j 
= 0. This completes the proof of the individual ergodic 
theorem and properties which characterize the function f*. 
In order to prove the additional result that for strong-
ly transitive systems the space mean is equal to the time 
mean we will show that in the case of strong transitivity 
every measurable invariant function f(x) is (almost) equal 
to a constant. We consider the set X(p,n):p;2n 1 .f(x)< 
Q + 1 where p and n are defined as above and f(x) is meas-
2n 
urable and invariant. Because f(x) is invariant it follows 
that the set X(p,n) is invariant with respect to T. But by 
the condition of strong transitivity the measure 
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\"-. \.X(p,n)\ = 0 or \\ \x - X(p,n) \ = o. Now for a fixed 
J ,- p= ~ 
value of n we may write X = X<XI + X_00 + L. X (p, n) where 
p=-~ 
Xm = \. x : f ( x) = oo \ and X-:-~ = \ x : f ( x) = - oo \ and 
by the condition of strong transitivity all these sets which 
compose X are of measure 0 except one. We denote this one 
by X(pn,n) since for different values of n it is conceivable 
that X(pn,n) will represent different sets in X. But if the 
measure of X(p,n) is not 0 then the measure of its comple-
ment is 0 and therefore the measure of the complement of X0 = 
Itx(pn,n) is also 0. By the definition of the sets X(p,n) 
n=l 
it is obvious that f(x) is constant on X0 so that f(x) is 
constant almost everywhere on X since (" (X - X0 ) = O. 
The desired result for strongly transitive systems 
follows immediately. We found from the individual ergodic 
theorem that the limit function f*(x) is summable and invar-
iant and because of strong transitivity equal almost every-
where to a constant. For r (X) = <n this constant is 0 for 
f(x) = 0 is the only summable constant in this case. For 
p.. (X) L... 00 , we may use the fact that ~ Xf*dr = SX fd r 
or f* = S X fdf • It has become customary to call a sys-
S xd r 
tern which is strongly or metrically transitive an ergodic 
system or more precisely to call the measure preserving 
transformation T in this case an ergodic transformation. 
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The Mean Ergodic Theorem in Lp 
The mean or "statistical" ergodic theorem came as a 
direct result of the work of J. von Neumann(7) and M.H.Stone 
(8) on the spectral resolution of unitary operators in Hil-
bert space. The mean ergodic theorem establishes the exist-
n-1 ·k 
ence of the limit of 1 2: f(T x) as n ->co, where f is a 
n 1<=0 
function in the Hilbert space L2 (x, }J- ) • Convergence is of 
course required with respect to the L2 norm \\f\\ 2 = 
( \ 'f \2d V. )~, i.e., we seek a function f ~ L2 such that 
n-1 ~ 
( ~ ' 1 }: f (Tkx) - f \) 2 -->- 0 as n -4- ro. ~ In k=O 
The proof given by J. von Neumann(3) deals only with 
the special case· of invertible transformations. The proof 
we will give here following Zaanen(9) is due to F. Riesz 
and B. Sz-Nagy(lO) and is not confined to the special case 
of invertible transformations. We begin by recalling that 
in the work which resulted in the individual ergodic theorem 
we established the fact that the transformations f(x) ~ 
f(Tx) is norm preserving for any f E: LP provided 1 ~ p <.CD. 
Then the transformation f(x) ~ f{Tx) is isometric for the 
particular case of f ~ L2 so that we can prove the mean 
ergodic theorem by showing the existence of the limit of 
n-1 
_nl l: ukf for any isometric transformation U of L2 into 
k=O 
itself. We pegin with a number of properties of functions 
in Hilbert space o 
A Hilbert space H is a Banach space with the norm 
'. ~,: 
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of elements x ~ H defined by \) x \\ = (x, x)J.2 where (x, y) 
denotes the inner product of x and y. If for two elements 
x,y ~ H it is true that (x,y} = 0, we say that the elements 
x,y are orthogonal. Furthermore given a closed subspace 
M t: H we will denote the closed subspace of all y ~ H for 
which it is true that (x,y) = 0 for all x £: M by M.l.. ML 
is called the orthogonal complement of M and it is true that 
for each f E H a unique decomposition f = f1 + f2 exists 
where f 1 E:- M and f 2 E- ML. The projection operator 
P : Pf ~ f1 is called the orthogonal projection on M and 
obviously satisfies p2 = P and \\ Pf\l !: \\ f\\ • Considering 
now the isometric transformation U we define the adjoint 
transformation of U as the transformation u* which satisfies 
(Ux,y) = (x,u*y) for all x,y ~ H. It can be proved that u* 
is unique and that \ l u* \t = \\u \\. 
To prove the mean ergodic theorem we consider functions 
f t H of the form f = g - Ug where g is a function of H. 
n-1 
For these functions f we have ~ ukf = (g - Ug) + (Ug - U2g) 
k=O 
n-1 
(un-lg _ ung) = g - ung, so that \\ 1 )_ ukf ~l = 
9 n k=O \ + ..... + 
i\\g - ung\). Because the transformation U is isometric 
\\ g - ung 't ~ }1 g \) + \\ung \\ = 2 \\g \\, and letting n -7> ro 
we find \} 1 f' 1 ukf \\ ~ 2l\q H -!)> 0. The linear collection 
n k=o n 
of functions of the form f = g - Ug may not be closed since 
a sequence of functions fn = gn - Ugn may converge to a 
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function f which is not of the above form. However, if we 
consider the closure K of this collection of functions we 
n-1 
would find that 1 ~ ukf ~ 0 for every f €: K. Let 
nk-=b 
fp ~ f where fp is of the form gp - Ugpo Then 
\\ ~ k ukf \\ = \\~ ~ uk~(f - fp) + f~J\\ ~ 
\\ ~ ~ uk(f - fP) \\ + \\~ ~ ukfp \\ 5. \\£ - fP\\ + 
Now since fp ~ f we may choose p so that \\ fp - f \\ .(_ ~2 
and also because fp is of the form gp - Ugp we may choose n 
n-1 \\ ~ large enough so that \\ ~ ukfp ~ /2 which means that 
k=O 
\ \ 1 t
1 
ukf \\ <.. E/2 + E:/2 = E: for every f E K. We have 
.In k=O 
n-1 · 
established that \ \~ ~=O ukf \\ converges to the null element 
for every f (C: K. 
We will now determine the orthogonal complement KJL of 
K. A function h is in K.L if and only if (h,g - Ug) = 0 for 
all f = g- Ug. But {h,g- Ug).= (hg) - (h,Ug) = (h,g) -
(U*h,g) = (h - u*h,g) = 0 for all g, wh~ch implies that 
h - u*h = 0 or h = u*h. That is, functions h ~ K l. satisfy 
u*h = ho Finally we will show that the condition u*h = h is 
equivalent with Uh = ho Expanding \1Uh - h\\ 2 we have 
\\Uh- h\\ 2 = (Uh- h,Uh- h) = \\Uh \\2- (h,Uh) - (Uh,h) 
+ \\ h \\ 2 = 2 \\h\\ 2 - (U*h,h) - (h,U*h) by the isometric 
property of u. Assumi~g now that u*h = h it follows that 
\\ Uh - h \\ 2 = 0 so that Uh = h. To prove the converse we 
consider (Uh,Uh 1 ), h,h' ~ H. The equality (u*uh,h') = 
(Uh,Uh') = (h,h 1 ) implies (u*uh- h,h') = 0 for all h', so 
that u*uh = h. Assuming that Uh = h we have immediately 
XX 
* that U h = h and this completes the proof that the conditions 
u*h = h and Uh = h are equivalent. Thus, the functions h 
in K .l. satisfy the dondi tion Uh = h. 
Using the theorem which states every function f ~ H 
has the unique decomposition f = f 1.+ f2 where f1 <:: K.l., 
n-1 n-1 
f2 €- K we see that 1 2:, ukf = 1 L uk(f1 + f2) = 
n K=O n k=O 
~1 ~1 ~1 
1 !: ukfl + L. ukf2 converges to 1 '£.. ukfl + o. But 
n K=O k=O n k=O 
f1 ~ K...l for which it is true that Ukfl = f1 so that 
n-1 
1 ~ ukf converges to f1 = Pf where P is the orthogonal 
n k=O 
projection on K • This completes the proof of the mean 
ergodic theorem for isometric operators in Hilbert space. 
It is possible to generalize the mean ergodic theorem 
by requiring that the transformations T satisfy a weaker 
condition than that of isometry and by extending the theor-
em to more general spaces. The proof which follows, origin- . 
ally due to G. Birkhoff(ll), is an extension of the mean 
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ergodic theorem to any uniformly convex Banach space and to 
the more general linear transformations T which satisfy 
\\Tx\\ ~ \\x\\. 
A uniformly convex space X as defined by J. A. Clark-
son(l2) is one which satisfies the following conditions: 
If x,y E X,\\ x\\ .S: \\y\\ 'i.l and\\ x- y\\ ~ E then 
\\~(x + y) \\ ~ \\y l\ - u( ~) where u( f ) -7-- 0 if IC ~ 0. 
Clarkson has shown that all Lp(P > 1) spaces are uniformly 
convex. 
Let gn denote the nth means 1 ( f + Tf + •••• + Tn-lf) 
n 
where f .e X and let M denote the infimum of the \\ gn \\ over 
all n. Then for some n and E- ""> 0 it is true that \\ gn \\ < 
M + ~ • Consider now the translations of gn by Tkn which 
are given by l(Tknf + Tkn+lf + ...... + Tkn+(n-l)).where k is 
n 
any positive integer or 0 and let ~ k = \\ Tkngn - gn\'· By 
the condition of uniform convexity it follows that 
\\ ~(Tkngn+ gn) \\ < M + c::· - u ( ~k) •. Also since 
1\Tf\\ ~ \\£\\ for f <:- X we have l\ ~Thn(ykngn + gn)\\ ~ 
M + € - u( k) for all h = 0, 1, 2,... •• In particular we 
shall be interested in the inequality \\ ~Thn(Tkngn + gn) \\ -<..· 
M + ~ - u{ ol..k) for h = 0, 1, 2, ..... , k- 1. The mean of 
k-1 
these ~Thn(Tkngn + gn) is .given by 1 L ~Thn(Tkn9n + gn) = 
· k h=O 
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the above inequality \\ g2kn \\ ~ M + G - u ( ~ k). But since 
M is the infimum of gn for· all n, we also have \\ g2kn\ \ ~ M 
and this is only possible if u( ct.k) ~ G • Then clearly 
u ( 01. k) depends upon E for its value. For this reason we 
write \\ rkn9n - gn \\ ~ w ( E' ) • Since now the mean gmn of 
kn the T 9n for k = 0, •••• , m- 1 is in the same way equal to 
l(gn + Tngn + •••• + Tmn-ngn) it follows by subtracting gn 
m 
from Tkngn and.averaging these differences that 
above each \l rkngn - 9n\\ ~ uJ ( ~). We may write 
Substracting gr we find \\9r+i- gr\\ = 
~ \\ f + Tf + •••• + Tr-lf\\ -:_ * ( ll f 11 + \\ Tf \\ + ..... + H rr-lf\\)= 
11fl\. Forming (gmn+i ... gn) = (gmn+i-9mn+9mn-gn) we see that 
\\gmn+i - gn'\ ~\9mn+i - gmnH + \\ 9mn - 9n\l• But\\ 9mn+i - 9mn\\~ 
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__g_lt fll < __L 11 flJ-< 111 frd if o ~ i < n, 9-nd by the 
mn+i m+l m 
above result \\gmn - gnU < ~ ( ~), so that\\ gmn+i - 9n\l < 
2 \Iff)+ 1M (E). Letting 2HfH -=~ we see that from a 
m m 
certain point· on every gj is within ~ + w ( ~ ) of gn 
and therefore within 2 E + 2 ~ ( ~ ) of every other g.. We 
J 
then clearly have a Cauchy sequence in the Banach space X 
which of course implies convergence. 
It is important to note from the method of proof given 
above that replacing Tk by rk+p does. not alter the limit, 
n-1 · . Q+n-1 
i.e.' lim 1 L Tkf = lim 1 r Tkf. This is not necess-n~Q) n R=O ~ex> n .K=p 
arily true in the case of the individual ergodic theorem. 
For, in the case of systems which are not strongly transi-
tive you will recall that lim tn(P) = 
. n4(Xl n 
""-
t(P) depended upon 
the particular point P initially on the surface ~ • On the · 
other hand, for strongly transitive systems the limit of 
tn(P) does not depend on the. particular point P and it foll-: 
n 
n-1 • ~n-1 k 
ows that lim 2:: Tkf = ll.m . T f for f <;. L
1
• 
n--?a> k=O n-7oo =p 
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Examples of Stationary Ergodic Processes 
It is perhaps appropriate to begin with a definition 
Of a stationary random process. A random process may be 
defined as a sample space or ensemble composed of functions 
of time. In addition it is assumed that a probability 
distribution is defined over subsets of the sample space 
so that the occurence of a specific event in the sample 
space has a definite probability even though in practice 
calculation of these probabilities may be almost impossible. 
As an example the ensemble of functions Acos(O) t + ~ ) form 
a random process. The sample space is three dimensional and 
each point of the space represents a particular function in . 
the ensemble. Furthermore, the variables A, w and ~ sat-
isfy a three dimensional probability distribution. 
If it happens that the exterior ~onditions under which 
a random process functions do not change with time then evid-
ently the probability distribution associated with subsets 
of the ensemble will not 6hange~ Then by definition, if this 
condition of invariance of probability is satisfied then the 
random process is stationary. It is of course implied that 
the ensemble of functions which constitute the process 
remains the same with respect to translations in time. 
Given now an ensemble of functions x{t) which consti-
tute a stationary random process and any function V(x(t)) 
defined on the functions x(t) of the ensemble we will 
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designate the average or expected value of V(x(t)) for all 
x(t) in the ensemble at a particular instant of time by 
EV(x(t)). Now it may be true that EV(x(tl) is equal to the 
average or expected value of V(x(t)) for any one particular 
function x(t) over an infinite period of time. If this 
property whereby ensemble averages at an instant are equal 
to averages of any member of the ensemble for time infinite 
holds, then the random stationary process is ergodic. A 
mathematical formulation would require that EV(x(t)) = T . 
lim 1 S V(x(t + '\:') )d'C'. 
T~<» 2t -T 
In conclusion, the following two examples of random 
processes which under suitable conditions exhibit the ergod-
ic property are interesting. These examples are due to 
Lanning & Battin(l3) and G. D. Birkhoff(l4) respectively. 
Example 1: The concept of the ergodic property was 
first introduced in classical statistical mechanics in the 
following way. Suppose that there are n molecules in a con-
tainer. A total of 3n numbers are required to specify the 
simultaneous positions of all molecules, and another 3n 
. 
numbers are required to specify all velocities or momenta. 
Thus the state of the system at any instant can be specified' 
in terms of 6n numbers that can be considered as coordinates 
of a single point in a 6n-dimensional space called phase 
space. By this device the changing state of the system with 
time is visualized in terms of the motion through phase 
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space of the point representing the system. 
Now consider an ensemble of systems of this nature with 
an assigned probability distribat~on, e.g., the collection 
of all systems possessing a total energy E lying between 
fixed bounds E1 ~ E ~ E2• There will then exist a corres-
ponding ensemble of points in phase space, and the motion 
of each such point with time will represent the progress-
ive changes in the state of that system. Since any property 
or quantity associated with the system can be represented as 
a function of its 6n generalized coordinates, the successive 
values of such a quantity constitute a random function of 
time and the ensemble of such functions form a random pro-
cess. Under suitable conditions the ergodic hypothesis can 
then be used to show that the average properties of a part-
icular system with time are the same as the ensemble average 
at any instant. 
Roughly speaking, the idea in this example is that of 
a continual mixing of the ensemble of points in phase space. 
This takes place in such manner that almost all points ultim-
ately pass through every portion of the space an infinite 
number of times. In fact, if the initial distribution of 
points is properly chosen, then, With the exception of a 
set of points of zero probability, the average proportion of 
time spent in a given region by an arbitrary point is equal 
to the probability associated with that region in the init-
ial distribution. Thus the behavior of any system in the 
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long run is the same as the behavior of any other, except 
for a collection of exceptional systems with special proper-
ties and with zero probability of occurrence. 
Example 2: The kind of applications to dynamical sys-
tems which the ergodic theorem affords are exceedingly 
varied and interesting. Take the simple example of an 
idealized convex billiard table on which an idealized bill-
iard ball P moves with velocity 1. In. the figure let ~ = 
arc OA, ~ 
1
, = arc oA1 , h = AP, L* = AA1 • We have a trans-
formation ( ~1 , e1) = T( ~~ 9) defined over a rectangle 
0 < e <:. -q ; 0 i ~ ~ p, (p = perimeter of table) 
in the e~ -plane, associated with the motion. It is not 
hard to prove that T is 
the double integral 
measure preserving in the sense that 
r r stn & d e d~ has the same 
J J sJ.n e 1 
value when extended over any measurable part of this rec-
tangle as over its image under T; indeed it would be poss-
ible to deform the rectangle so that, over the new region, 
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ordinary areas are preserved. 
Furthermore it is clear that, if we associate with any 
"state of motion" of the billiard ball, as of P, the three 
coordinates 9 , 4 , L then a steady flow Tt is defined in 
the corresponding region of three-dimensional e~L-space: 
0 <.9 <.\T ; 0 ~ ~ <. p, 0 ~ L ~ J! in which the 
following volume integral is preserved: 
( ( f s sin 8 d g d ~ ) d1 Thus the theorem applies to j j Sl.n 8 l • 
this flow. 
Here are three obvious applications to this simple but 
typical dynamical problem: 
(1) the average length of n successive chords of the 
path tends to a definite limit, the same whether the time t 
increases or decreases; 
(2) the average angle e at n successive collisions 
tends to a definite limiting value; 
(3) the billiard ball tends in the limit to lie in any 
assigned area of the table a definite proportion of the 
time. 
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